


Welcome to Jimbaran Puri

Be lulled by the 
Indian Ocean as 
waves lap against 
sugar-white sands. 
Paradise found.
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Stretching across Southeast Asia and Oceania, the 
Indonesian archipelago is a kaleidoscope of cultures. 
In this captivating country, myriad adventures await

Indonesia's numbers alone paint a picture of diversity 
and drama. Across 13,000 islands, 300 languages 
dance between tongues. Its ecosystems span from 
Sumatra's abundant rainforests, across the Coral 
Triangle to the equatorial mountains of Papua.  
It's a region where the rich cultures, communities 
and customs are as diverse as the sights, foods and 
awesome landscapes.

Like a jewel in the south of the country, Bali is famed 
for talcum sands fringed by azure breaks. Spirituality 
here goes hand in hand with hedonism. Visit temples 
or practice yoga before indulging in first-rate dining 
and enjoying a sundowner on the beach.

Nestled at the heart of a bay renowned for its calm, 
warm waters, Jimbaran Puri is an ode to  the good 
life. Here we understand that true luxury  is found in 
natural beauty, in genuine kindness and deep-
rooted peace. This is the place to slow down, to 
clear one's mind and leave feeling recharged. 

CHAPTER ONE

Discover Indonesia
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" Bali is more than just paradise.

It's a feeling, it's mystical,  

it takes you to another place,

it's a spiritual state of mind.

– Anonymous
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Uncover Bali

The rolling surf tickles sugar-white sands. Beyond 
ancient temples, feathery clouds shroud towering 
volcanoes. Bali's distinctive charm is intoxicating

More than a destination, Bali is a state of being. It's a 
spirit, a conscious way of living, a holistic approach  
to wellbeing. Mention the Island of the Gods and a 
tropical paradise springs to mind. Postcard-perfect 
beaches are fringed by pristine reefs. Volcanoes serve 
as a dramatic backdrop to luscious rice paddies and  
a burgeoning social scene. It's small wonder that Bali  
is a magnet for lovers of the waves and keen yogis 
alike, for explorers and for those who simply want  
to press pause on the everyday. 

There's a certain authenticity and generosity that 
greets visitors on this island. Across its streets, a rich 
and diverse culture thrives. Joyful processions snake 
towards ancient temples. Canang sari – o�erings of 
flowers – line walkways. Wander around and revel in 
the sights and sounds of traditional dance and music. 
Religion shapes this sacred island. Bali is home to  
as many as 20,000 Hindu temples, and boasts some 
of the most picturesque in all Indonesia. Tanah Lot 
perches on a sea stack while the ethereal Uluwatu is 
nestled on a cli� overlooking the Indian Ocean. Stop 
by and you'll likely be greeted by a resident monkey. 
Bali is, after all, renowned for its warm welcome. 
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CHAPTER TWO

A Warm Welcome

Discover more about what 

makes our hotel unique. 

Take a look inside our 

walls at belmond.com/

jimbaranpuri

This is your personal sanctuary, a home-from-home 
that immerses you in the sights, sounds and serenity 
of the Island of the Gods 

Jimbaran Puri is a 15-minute drive from Ngurah Rai 
Airport and yet our visitors feel as though far 
removed from civilisation. At the heart of a small 
fishermens' enclave, we o�er a taste of unspoiled Bali, 
a slice of paradise barely touched by tourism. Small 
wonder that we are regarded as one of the island's 
most serene hotels. 

To arrive is to enter another world. Travel through 
a canopy of banyan trees, cross a quaint bridge 
stretching over a lotus pond and uncover a tropical 
hideaway. Here, authenticity and connection are key. 
Indonesian stone is paired with an earthy palette of 
bamboo and teak. Arranged around a meandering 
path, each villa has an aling-aling – a typical Balinese 
wall used to keep wayward spirits at bay. 

Come morning, the gentle rhythm of waves breaking 
on the shore serves as nature's alarm. Step outside 
and inhale the heady aroma of frangipani flowers  
in your private garden. Later, stroll along the beach 
as pastel-coloured fishing boats fleck the horizon. 
Every moment here promises memories to cherish.
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Luxury Cottages

An ode to Bali's tranquil atmosphere, these cottages 
o er an authentic retreat after days spent exploring
the sacred island

High-beamed ceilings and a calm, natural palette 
accented by teak set the scene for total mind and 
body relaxation. With a generous king-size bed and  
a plush sofa bed, each cottage can house up to adults 
and a child in exceptional comfort. In the bathroom, 
a sunken terrazzo tub invites bathers while fresh 
tropical fruit, a minibar and entertainment system  
care for all your needs. Step outside onto your private 
terrace or wooden deck and be greeted by the scent 
of lush flowers. The open-beamed thatched roofs  
of our detached Superior Garden View Cottages 
evoke an authentic Balinese atmosphere while nature 
surrounds Garden View Cottage Suites. For stunning 
views across Jimbaran Bay, opt for a Beach View 
Cottage Suite and let the setting sun and lapping 
waves lull you into a deep slumber. 
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Pool Villas

Take a dip into island living in one of our indulgent 
Pool Villas. Recline in your private bathing area, 
awash with the beauty of Balinese nature

Step inside and discover an airy living space accented 
with rich teak woods and light cotton upholstery. 
Unwind in the sunken terrazzo bathtub in your 
inviting en-suite. Widescreen TVs, DVD players and 
iPod docks o�er all the comforts of home. Outside, 
set amidst a traditional Balinese courtyard, your 
private pool beckons. Take your pick of fresh local 
fruit before relaxing on a lounger by an infinity-edge 
pool in a Garden View Pool Villa. Overlooking the 
horizon, Beach View Pool Villa invite guests to soak 
up the slow-paced island atmosphere. Travelling  
with friends or family? Opt for a Garden View Two- 
Bedroom Pool Villa spanning two floors. Suited for 
up to four guests, they each have a master bedroom 
with king-sized bed which connects via a staircase  
to a twin bedroom above. 
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Deluxe Pool Villas

Wander through bountiful tropical gardens. Pass by 
serene lotus ponds where dragonflies hover. These 
hidden oases make the perfect romantic getaway

There's a certain harmony between Balinese charm 
and modern luxury in these graceful dwellings. Cool 
marble floors, teak furnishings and local artworks are 
complemented by high-tech entertainment systems 
and WiFi. A black-stone tub takes centre stage in our 
bathrooms. Refreshed, savour afternoon tea as you 
recline on the daybed or step outside and feel the 
tropical heat melt away with a dip in your private  
pool. With a plush king-size bed, the One-Bedroom 
Deluxe Pool Villa is a spacious sanctuary for couples. 
The Two-Bedroom Deluxe Pool Villa meanwhile  
is ideal for those travelling with family or friends, 
o�ering both a king-size bed and a second bedroom
with twin beds.
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CHAPTER THREE

Peek into our world of fine 

dining and unforgettable 

experiences at belmond.

com/jimbaranpuri

Within Our Walls
Footprints dot talcum-soft sands. The gentle ocean 
stretches towards the horizon. Overhead, exotic birds 
sing. The scent of grilled fish entices you to dinner

Bali is among the most visited islands on earth and 
it's easy to see why. Yet in our calm, secluded stretch, 
Jimbaran Puri invites you to press pause. Relax. 
Form a connection with the tranquil landscape and 
embrace the Balinese pace of life. 

The resort celebrates local culture. Make o�erings at 
one of our grounds' three temples. Dine on traditional 
Indonesian fare or enjoy an ayurvedic massage on  
the seafront. At the heart of the hotel, water cascades 
from fountains into our emerald infinity pool. Select  
a book from the library for some poolside company. 
Our sta� will be on hand with drinks and appetisers. 
Pick up a memento from our boutique where items 
echo the island's artisanal heritage. Choose from 
vibrant batik scarves, painted wooden eggs and 
jewellery fashioned from precious jade. Incense, 
candles and oils capture the heady scents of Bali. 

Here with family? There's plenty to keep children 
happy. Make a splash in the children's pool, savour 
dishes crafted for little ones' tastebuds or invite your 
child to unwind with a junior massage or manicure  
at The Beach Spa.

1 Lobby & Boutique

2 Tunjung Restaurant

3 Nelayan Restaurant & Puri Bar

5 Swimming Pool

4 The Beach Spa

1

2
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5
6
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7 Telaga Temple

8 Surya Temple

9 Baruna Temple

10 Guardian Temple

6 Kids' Pool
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Memorable Dining

What makes Belmond Jimbaran Puri remarkable is its 
ability to make the ordinary extraordinary. Diners are 
immersed in the sights, sounds and tastes of Bali

Breakfast is elevated to a multisensory experience  
in Tunjung Restaurant where guests glimpse the 
beach through a screen of palm and ketapang  
trees. Here, surrounded by lotus ponds, start your  
day with a rainbow of exotic fruits, delicate pastries, 
pressed juices, cheese and cured meats. Come 
nightfall, candlelight illuminates this intimate venue  
as Indonesian fare teases the taste buds.  

The most exceptional views are found at Nelayan 
Restaurant. Dine on the Jimbaran sands as a postcard-
worthy sunset makes its curtain call on the horizon. 
The range of fish here is as exceptionally broad as it  
is fresh. Championing organic ingredients gathered 
nearby – coconut, lemongrass – the menu marries 
Mediterranean technique with piquant local spices.

By day, Puri Bar is a place to enjoy light meals and a 
refreshing tipple from the comfort of your sun lounger. 
As the moon passes over the Indian Ocean, live music 
and traditional Balinese entertainment echo across  
the bay. Now's the time to cradle an orient-inspired 
cocktail and cherish this magical isle. 
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The Beach Spa

Waves ripple in the bay. A breeze carrying notes of 
birdsong and frangipani fragrance caresses the skin. 
Shaded by palms, our spa is a haven of relaxation

Rich in the wonders of nature and ancient wisdom, 
holistic wellbeing is at the heart of Balinese culture. 
Making the most of principles passed down through 
generations, The Beach Spa serves to ignite the 
island's healing spirit. Whether treatments are enjoyed 
solo or as a couple, our time-honoured therapies 
promise to cleanse, reset and revitalise. Step inside 
one of our bamboo treatment pavilions overlooking 
Jimbaran Bay and embrace the synergy between  
body and soul.

Let everyday stresses melt away with a herbal 
Indonesian Jamu massage or Balinese co�ee scrub. 
The Beach Spa also o�ers therapies that draw on  
the celebrated practice of Ayurveda. Shirodhara,  
an ancient Indian oil treatment, focuses on clearing  
the mind. Couple this with a rhythmic Abhyanga 
massage for deep relaxation. Should you wish,  
several treatments can be enjoyed on Jimbaran 
Beach or in the comfort of your villa. 
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Unique Experiences

Want to pursue an interest in wellness? 
Our friendly therapists at The Beach 
Spa are keen to impart their power of 
the healing touch. Learn to combine 
traditional muscle-soothing techniques, 
aromatherapy, acupressure, reflexology 
and stretches for deep relaxation.

Cookery Class & 
Balinese lunch

Visit the nearby market where a 
symphony of herbs and spices arouse 
the senses. Pick up exotic ingredients 
before transforming them into a 
mouth-watering lunch at the hotel.

Balinese Temple Experience

Gather in our fragrant gardens to visit 
the resort's four temples. Feel a flush of 
serenity as you don traditional island 
clothing of sarongs and selendangs to 
experience Balinese prayer and leave 
o�erings at shrines.

Balinese Egg Painting

Among the island's most loved crafts is 
the ancient art of egg painting. Join a 
third-generation artisan as he delicately 
crafts colourful scenes on shells in a 
tradition that honours the beginning  
of life and its struggles. 

Herbal Remedies Workshop

The power of Mother Nature reigns 
supreme in Bali. Now you too can enjoy 
the health benefits of herbal remedies 
as you learn to concoct a 5,000 year 
old anti-inflammatory Jamu tonic made 
up of turmeric, ginger and palm sugar. 

Yoga, Meditation & Tai Chi

Our bountiful Balinese gardens and 
pristine beach serve as a utopian 
backdrop for your journey to tranquility. 
Here, yoga classes feature asanas that 
harmonise body and mind. Alternatively, 
activate your energy flow with ancient 
Tai Chi or still the mind with a guided 
meditation session. 

You needn't stray from Jimbaran Puri 
to discover Bali's finest cultural, 
creative and culinary offerings

Balinese Massage and 
Bahasa Lessons
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Special Occasions

With pristine white sands, lofty palms and sweeping 
sea views, the Island of the Gods serves as a divine 
backdrop for your special day

Peace and privacy are a luxury, and both can be 
found in abundance at Jimbaran Puri. No matter the 
celebration – be it a milestone reached, a landmark 
anniversary, a corporate gathering or team-building 
event – our concierge can arrange experiences to 
suit all interests. Gourmet catering, luxury amenities 
and our one-of-a-kind backdrop  will make your 
event a talking point for years. 

Where the resort excels is romance. Nestled between 
jungle and sea in one of Bali's most exclusive bays,  
our enviable location spirits guests to an otherworldly 
idyll. Indonesian mythology is woven into the fabric  
of the landscape here. Say "I do" to the soundtrack  
of waves in a Balinese beach ceremony. Alternatively, 
take your vows among fragrant frangipani in our 
Bamboo Pavilion. Our team ensures every moment  
of your special day is cared for, from cakes and flower 
arrangements to photography and live entertainment. 

And what better way to start your happily ever  
after than in one of our authentic thatched villas? 
Savour a tropical brunch in your private garden 
before a romantic boat tour. Come sundown, return 
for a seafood barbecue under a star-studded sky. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

Out & About

Belmond holds the 

key to the wonders of 

Bali. Unlock your next 

adventure at belmond.

com/jimbaranpuri

Jimbaran Puri puts guests at the threshold between 
central Bali and the thriving Bukit peninsula. Within 
easy reach, there's something for all travellers

A mere stroll from our front door, explore Jimbaran 
Bay and tuck into ikan bakar – a local take on grilled 
fish – at a nearby café. On the peninsula, the cli�s  
of Uluwatu mesmerise – our boat Dedari will take you 
there. Trace the coast to the calm waters of Sanur and 
Nusa Dua, or set the heart racing with watersports in 
Tanjung Benoa. Northwards, the thriving social scene 
of Seminyak thrums with life. In Kuta, parties continue 
into the small hours. 

Further afield, there's more to uncover. Ubud, the 
island's cultural capital, is a tapestry of artisanal 
galleries and wellbeing hotspots. From warungs  
to high-end restaurants, there's a world of flavour to 
be found here. For an authentic Balinese experience, 
savour a Bintang beer and babi guling (suckling pig). 
Venture east to Sangeh Monkey Forest or tread  
the terraced rice paddies of Tegalalang. Feeling 
adventurous? Raft the white waters of the Ayung 
River or trek the volcano of Gunung Batur. Should 
you wish to explore further, ferries to the Gili Islands, 
Java and Lombok run frequently. Of course, if this 
sounds too much like work, Jimbaran Puri  is the 
perfect place to revel in the luxury of me-time.
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Discover More

Built on a cli� overlooking the ocean, 
the temple of Uluwatu is regarded as 
one of Bali's most important. Aboard 
our intimate boat, Dedari, soak up 
breathtaking scenery as you travel  
here, before joining your captain for  
a sundown Balinese o�ering.

Jimbaran Fish Market Tour 
& Cooking Class

Fishermen have traded their catch  
at Jimbaran's market for centuries. 
Today, our expert-led tour promises 
insight and intrigue. Return to the hotel 
and chefs will let you in on the secrets 
behind classic Balinese dishes. 

Water Sports

With a prime location on one of Bali's 
best beaches, Belmond Jimbaran Puri 
promises guests some of the area's 
best surf breaks. Alternatively, take an 
exhilarating white-knuckle ride on the 

With Jimbaran Puri as your base, 

Bali's exotic pursuits are within easy 
reach. Adventure awaits

Uluwatu Sunset Cruise island's rapids – there's no shortage of 
activities to get the heart racing. In the 
jungle, take a hike, explore by raft or 
slow things right down with a kayaking 
excursion. Stand-up paddle, canoe 
and body boards are also available by 
the beach. Whatever your pace, our 
dedicated local team will help ignite 
your spirit for adventure. 

Bali: East or West

Immerse yourself in the wonders of  
east Bali's striking volcanoes and dense 
jungle. Visit Tenganan village – famous 
for batik printing – before bathing  
in the healing waters at Tirta Gangga.  
Out west, discover emerald rice paddies 
and the water temple of Pura Bratan.

Jimbaran Village Bike Tour

Cycle labyrinthine streets with our 
guides for a snapshot of life in Jimbaran. 
Encounter traditional markets, fishing 
villages, temples and dreamy stretches 
of the coastline.
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Supporting Our Community

Over the years, Jimbaran Puri has forged strong 
connections with the local community so your visit 
can be one that gives back

We believe that tourism should benefit not just 
travellers, but the places they visit too. That’s why 
Belmond is driven by building strong relationships 
with – and opportunities for – the communities 
surrounding our hotels, trains and river cruises  
across the world. 

Jimbaran Puri approaches the island's natural 
resources with reverence. Nothing goes to waste. 
Water is recycled across our gardens and  we have 
eliminated the use of plastic bottles across the hotel. 
What's more, our staff demonstrate their pride in the 
area by helping to keep the entire bay  in pristine 
condition.

The resort also supports Bali's Turtle Conservation and 
Education Centre. As well as o�ering donations to the 
its conservation fund, our team helps to rescue turtle 
eggs from the beach near the hotel, handing them 
over to the centre where the o�spring are hatched 
and raised. As hatchlings are returned to the ocean, 
we like to think that we've played our part, however 
small, in the great circle of life. 
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Continue Your  
Asian Adventure

Read on to discover more 

about our Asian escapes. 

For more information, visit 

belmond.com/asia

From golden pagodas to lively cities, lush jungles  
to sun-kissed beaches, Southeast Asia is a beguiling 
region of rich and colourful culture

Southeast Asia marries the vibrancy of dynamic, 
modern cities with ancient monasteries, bejeweled 
temples and inspiring landscapes. Its glittering 
attractions include tea plantations, royal towns  
and coastal villages. From hawker stalls and markets 
to Michelin-starred restaurants and designer malls,  
this fabled region beckons the curious traveller.

Thailand’s colourful capital, Bangkok, sings with 
energy. Cruise along the River Kwai or discover the 
pristine island of Koh Samui. Dive into a melting-pot  
of cultures in Singapore before relaxing on Sentosa 
Island. In Myanmar, explore the storied ruins of Yangon 
or glide along the Ayeyarwady River to Mandalay. Take 
time to connect in spiritual Laos, cradled by waterfalls 
and mountains. Bali needs little introduction, with 
sugar-white beaches and peaceful temples framed  
by volcanoes, jungle and rice terraces.

To fully experience Southeast Asia is to reconnect 
with serenity and wonder. Each of our tailor-made 
itineraries, combining hotel stays, river cruises and 
rail journeys, o�ers a unique chance to explore  
this captivating region, safe in the knowledge that  
a luxurious haven is always close by.
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At once leisurely and luxurious, intimate and eye-opening, the 
Eastern & Oriental Express train invites you to a world where 
travel and style are synonymous

To step on board the Eastern & Oriental Express is to enter a 
bygone era in which fine company, cocktails and delicious food 
are matched only by the luxurious cabins and spectacular views. 
As if on a film set,  the tropical breeze tousles your hair on the 
open-deck Observation Car as dramatic scenery unfolds. Work 
up an appetite on a sightseeing excursion before pulling up a 
seat in our ornate Restaurant Cars, where eastern and western 
specialities delight diners. Later, join new-found friends for 

a drink in the Piano Bar car.  This is where memories are made. 

Caught between jungle and sea, these serene villas  are your 
slice of Thai paradise. Wander our peaceful gardens and meet 
our resident water buffaloes

A short flight from Bangkok, Koh Samui is a lush  island fringed 
by turquoise waters and pristine sands. Perched on its northern 
shore, Napasai’s traditional villas are nestled among 17 acres of 
palm-shaded gardens. Enjoy our infinity pools,  tennis courts 
and spa – a truly relaxing sanctuary. Adventure seekers can 
discover the natural wonders  of Ang Thong National Marine 
Park, take boat trips  or try snorkelling. Venture out to 
attractions such  as the Big Buddha, or explore the jungle 
interior  and waterfalls. For lovers of golf, there is an excellent 
hilltop course with outstanding views.
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Launch into an otherworldly Cambodian adventure at this 
tropical retreat where ancient Khmer traditions meet 
contemporary style

Millennium-old ruins rub shoulders with a vibrant entertainment 
scene in thriving Siem Reap. La Résidence d’Angkor is but a 
short journey from the temple of Angkor Wat, the city's crown 
jewel, and yet guests here feel as if a million miles away. 
Surrounded by bountiful gardens, this riverside oasis invites 
you to slow down and savour the serenity. Arranged around 

a beautiful courtyard, our suites are your personal haven 
with carved furnishings and jewel-toned silks. Unwind with 
traditional Cambodian therapies at our award-winning spa 

or dine on hawker cuisine. Belmond is the perfect launchpad 
for an immersive adventure. 

A sanctuary in the Laotian mountains, this serene hideaway 
boasts extraordinary vistas. Take time to relax before 
discovering the ancient capital

Laos boasts stunning landscapes and a rich cultural heritage. 
Here, the UNESCO World Heritage town of Luang Prabang 
blends decorative architecture with mountain scenery and 
frangipani-scented gardens. Guests in need of relaxation can 

find peace at La Résidence Phou Vao, where an infinity pool 
flows off a cliff edge and the award-winning Mekong Spa 
offers custom treatments using botanicals from organic 
gardens. Savour delightful French and Asian cuisine or take 
part in a spiritual ceremony. Every moment here is one to 
cherish.
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Journey back to a more gentle time in this 1920s mansion which echoes 
the colonial era. Timeless elegance meets rich Burmese beauty

At the heart of Yangon’s leafy Embassy District, Governor’s Residence 
is a haven of calm. Wake to birdsong and greet the day on your private 
veranda. Savour iced tea by the fan-shaped pool as tropical flowers 
fragrance the breeze or relax with a spa treatment. Come dusk, enjoy 
our Mandalay Sour cocktail before a candlelit alfresco dinner. Expert 
tours give guests a unique glimpse into Myanmar. The Shwedagon 

Pagoda is awe-inspiring. Stroll markets laden with local produce and 
hand-woven fabrics or take a round of golf in the tropical sun. 

Find tranquility aboard this intimate river cruiser as you glide along the 
fabled Ayeyarwady, passing ancient pagodas and charming fishing 
villages

To step aboard Road to Mandalay is to voyage to the peaceful heart of 
rural Myanmar. On deck, sink into a rattan chair in our canopied lounge 
and sip a cocktail as sunlight dances on the water. Here practise yoga, 
cool off in our open-air pool or visit the spa and indulge. Fine, pan-Asian 
cuisine is followed by marionette shows, Burmese plays and riveting 
lectures. On carefully curated excursions, Myanmar’s history comes to 
life as guests encounter amber-hued spice markets, lush green tea fields 
and saffron-robed monks as they wind their way through the 
countryside’s mazy streets.



Our Belmond World

Having spent decades travelling the globe,  
Belmond invites you to join us for your next adventure. 

Transcend the everyday with inspiring retreats set 
among the world’s most celebrated destinations. 

Our legendary hotels, luxury train journeys, safari 
adventures and pioneering river cruises each have 

a story to tell. Join us as it unfolds.

HOTELS | TRAINS | RIVER CRUISES | JOURNEYS

BELMOND.COM

#TheArtOfBelmond



The art of Balinese carving 
– seen everywhere from temples
to the smallest homes – is one of

many delights on the Island of the
Gods. Floral decoration is a popular
motif, as seen on the gateway at our
resort, and echoed on this booklet's
inside cover against the terracotta
colour of the local stone. Take time

to marvel at sculptors' skills as 
natural wonders and local  

legends unfold.
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